Let’s Dress Up and Spell
Spelling is the first thing we learn, so it should be a wonderful experience.
We learn to spell words out loud and we learn to spell words on paper.
That’s how we learn to read and write.

Exhausted photographer, fifth in line, left to right.

Spelling rules keep us safe along the road to reading.
They are given out by friendly police along the way. We
pop on a police hat when giving out a spelling rule.

Words which disobey the rules
are called Rebels.

Spelling rules often have a rebel or two.
I’m the little rebel ready to read them to you.

We fire lemons when introducing Rebel Lemon Words, words
like LEMON and REBEL which should be LEMMON and REBBEL.

A devil is not a real rebel.
21 in Reading with Rules.

Neither is Kevin. See Rule 1-

When we Romans colonized
Briton we gave them a new
alphabet.

As you can see, the Roman alphabet is missing some letters. They are the Greek letters which were
added later. These Greek letters do not always follow the normal rules of spelling.
We say that the Greek letters were smuggled in
to the Roman alphabet, just like the Greek
soldiers who were smuggled into the city of Troy
in a wooden horse. My horse has the Greek
letters U, W, X, Y and Z on his back.

The Romans left after 400 years and Briton was discovered by Saxons and others,

including Vikings,

but when the Normans

arrived in 1066 the English language changed forever, p. 31-32 of Reading with Rules.
English was banned in most places for hundreds of years. When English was allowed back into court
houses, schools and parliament it had changed a great deal. Also, most of the Old English spelling
rules had been replaced by new spelling rules, e.g. Rule 1-7 and Rule 1-12 of Reading with Rules.

Norman scribes decided to use E at the end of BLUE and LOVE, see page 26 in Reading with Rules.
U was removed from LOVE and replaced with O.
The letter J is very
new. You can hear it in
SOLDIER on DUTY but
you cannot see it.

You can see T in TULIP
but you cannot hear it.

There are many more dress-ups. They give us lots of fun as pirates, imps, fairies and lawyers.
We have sword fights with Zorro, and even games of paper planes in the classroom.
All of this helps us learn to spell, believe it or not. One day we are going to join all our
photography up into one fun movie show!

